INDIAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

TEXTILE E-SOURCING FAIR
BEYOND BASICS & BARRIERS

OCT 9 - 11, 2020 | 12:00 TO 22:00 HRS (IST)
"With a view to re-start business activities across the globe, ICC is launching its debut Virtual Exhibition. It is a great and unique opportunity for the Buyers to reach out to the Indian Suppliers of Textile and Allied Products all over India for ensuring business continuity during COVID-19. Therefore, inviting the Textile Fraternity to be a part of the launch edition of Textile e-Sourcing Fair: Beyond Basics & Barriers."

Mr. Sanjay K Jain

Convener, Textile e-Sourcing Fair and Chairman, ICC National Expert Committee on Textiles
The Global Connect

CONNECTING BUYERS FROM
MIDDLE EAST, AFRICA, CIS, EUROPE,
LATIN AMERICA, USA & CANADA

3000+ global buyers and visitors
Exhibition at a Glance

Booth Package
Virtual Booth @ INR 20000 + GST

# Booth customization @ extra cost
# Special rates for ICC members

Highlights

# Product Specific Halls
# Live Video Chat with Buyers & Visitors
# Digital Display of Product Showcasing
# Stall Specific Branding with Stall No
# Webinars with Global Thought Leaders
# Post Show Analytics
Product Showcase

VIRTUAL SHOWCASING

- Textile & Apparel
- Readymade Garments
- Yarn
- Cotton
- Fabrics
- Home Furnishing & Decor
- Carpets
- Jute
- Raw Materials
- Textile Machinery
- Technical Textile
- Dyes & Chemicals
- Handicrafts
Register Now & Get Started

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER

Rex B. Anthony
+91 8420028800
rex.anthony@indianchamber.net

Ranadeep Mookherjee
+91 9836359933
ranadeep.mookherjee@indianchamber.net

Subhranil Ghosh
+91 9836285533
subhranil.ghosh@indianchamber.net